
ENGINEERING-BASED 
TECHNICAL ASSURANCE



INTERTEK MOODY

Intertek Moody – an unrivalled reputation 
for helping power the largest, most complex     
energy and infrastructure projects 
around the world

The need for quality, safety, and reliability is paramount as industries strive to meet growing global energy and infrastructure 
demands.  

Companies around the world are challenged with undertaking complex projects many of which span multiple industries, far-
reaching territories and international supply chains, requiring engineering-based technical assurance to be at the core of their 
project planning.  

As a strategic ally with global expertise, we deliver peace of mind along the entire supply chain and in all stages of a project’s 
lifecycle - helping reduce risks, meet deadlines, optimize efficiency, and improve safety.
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Intertek Moody
Intertek Moody has made a history of being 
where our customers need us to be. 

With a rich legacy of experience in diverse 
industries, our foundation is built on providing 
assurance and mitigating risks through 
pioneering innovation and second-to-none 
integrated services such as inspection, 
expediting, technical resource solutions, and 
project management.   

Established in the USA in 1911, Moody 
Engineering Co. focused on electrical 
engineering and construction. 

The company moved into the oil and gas 
industry in the 1920’s providing inspection 
and other technical services. 

In 1948 the first international office 
opened, and since then not only has the 
group’s diverse industry expertise grown 
tremendously but also its global footprint 
with offices in more than 60 countries and 
operations in over 100 countries.  

Intertek acquired Moody International 
in 2011, and building upon a more than         
100-year history, Intertek Moody continues 
to deliver comprehensive customized 
engineering-based technical assurance 
solutions. 

Today our experts are strategically located in 
the world’s major industrial centers, providing 
in-depth expertise and local knowledge 
delivered on a global scale. 

Global Expertise. Local Presence. 
As your technical services partner,we are 
your eyes and ears, offering a consistent and 
complete solution that covers every aspect 
of supply chain and project management 
while detecting problems earlier in the                    
supply process, saving you costs and                          
ensuring on-time delivery. 

Every day our field personnel are 
supported by the strength of our technical 
infrastructure, quality procedures, internal 
training and millions of hours of experience.

Shaped by cutting-edge innovations and 
processes, we continue to find new ways 
to bring our purpose to life – from advanced 
digital inspection services, to our RiskAware 
solution, an analytical approach to risk-based 
and QA/QC inspection data. 

Our rich legacy of anticipating, understanding 
and meeting the evolving needs of our global 
customers ensures we provide the consistent 
engineering-based technical assurance 
solutions they value.
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Intertek Moody – an unrivalled reputation 
for helping power the largest, most complex     
energy and infrastructure projects 
around the world

Trusted and innovative global integrated solutions 
that ensure quality, safety and reliability 



intertek.com/moody

                        

moody@intertek.com                                     


